DIGITAL ECONOMY: IMPACT ON THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION IN UKRAINE

Having studied the subject matter of Digital economy as a phenomenon, the authors came to the conclusion that it should be considered as a manufacturing and economic system; it is implemented in conditions of redundancy and availability of information, possessing the features of the knowledge economy. Having identified the key role of the state – improving the quality of human resources and increasing the social responsibility of business and society, the authors recommend estimating the impact of Digital economy on the labor market and socio-labor relations in terms of maintaining social security and meeting the development criteria of Economy 4.0. The suggested criteria include economic viability; involvement in the digital economy and knowledge economy; social security; transparency; sustainability. Having identified and estimated the social challenges, the authors noted the most acute, among them, the lack of staff with necessary expertise.
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Introduction and the research problem. The digital economy is increasingly influencing the socio-economic development of all countries in the world. Adopting its rules requires rethinking the behavior, level of responsibility of each market actor. One way or another, it will determine how many countries have achieved the Sustainable Development Goals. After all, there are many challenges, especially in the social sphere. Digitalization constantly makes adjustments to the understanding of forms of employment, puts forward requirements for changing approaches to the conclusion of employment relations, a field of unresolved issues regarding pay, organization of the working day, etc. appears. At the macro level, digitalization has encouraged governments to view forms of engagement with business, the public, and to create a transparent field of discussion. At the same time, it created risks of tightening control over the activities of market agents. So today it is clear that only countries that are adapting to the challenges of the digital economy and globalization are capable of witnessing economic growth and improving the quality of life of the population.

Recent publications analysis. Digital economy is considered the driving force of economic growth worldwide. Back in the 60s of the twentieth century, the United States headed towards digitalization. This decision was based on the research of the Nobel laureate in Economic Sciences R. Solow (1957). In the article “Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function”, he proved that labor and capital are not the only driving force of economy; thus, he singled out the “residual” (now called “the Solow residual”) technological innovation (meaning their driving force of economic development). Technological innovation is such an important driving force of economic development that in 2018, the World Economic Forum has changed the estimation methodology Global Competitiveness Index in order to take the impact of this factor into account (World Economic Forum, 2018). In the estimation of the Bureau of Economic Analysis U.S. Department of Commerce (BEA), the US digital economy grew annually at an average 5.6 % from 2006 to 2016, while real GDP grew at 1.5 % (Barefoot et al., 2018). On a global scale, China is among the leaders of the digital economy. China's digital economy amounted to 30 percent of GDP in 2016 (Tencent, 2017). According to experts, incomings from the digital information technology market in Europe will reach about 1085 billion Euro by 2019 (O’Dea, 2017). The G20 are increasingly orienting their own development vector towards the extension of digital economy and Industry 4.0 technologies.

Unsolved parts of the problem. However, any socio-economic or technological changes that affect
the society, the labor market, and socio-labor relations, cause debate in the scientific environment, as the states and companies face a number of challenges (socio-economic phenomena are often estimated ambiguously). The negative side of digitization may be the problems of employment and social stratification. Standing G. (2014) points out the emergence of a “dangerous class” of precariat that do not have a stable income and employment (they often work remotely throughout various projects). Autor D. (2010) emphasizes the polarization of the labor market, which finds expression in a decrease of real income, the level of employment of people with low and average qualification.

Florida R. (2012) and Degryse C. (2016), while describing the future of the economy, focus on the problem of unemployment growth due to the takeover of robotics. The authors predict the computerization and automatization of 80% of jobs in the automotive industry, 70%—in the production of plastics, 60%—in the field of security and defense, 45%—in medicine and healthcare, 30%—in the tourism sector in the United States by 2050. Brussels European and Global Economic Laboratory (BRUEGEL) predicts the computerization and automatization of almost 50% of professions in several of the most developed European countries, such as Sweden, the UK, France and others in the next 2-3 decades. Countries with active deindustrialization processes, such as Ukraine, Uganda, and Venezuela, need to “leap over” the stage of development in which they are outsiders. Some researchers believe that digitalization entails serious changes in society; consequently, this requires a new social policy (Morrar, Arman & Mousa, 2017). Research goal and questions. The purpose of the article is to investigate the essence of the digital economy as a phenomenon and evaluate its impact on the socio-economic situation in Ukraine. Main findings. The need to understand the vector of processes in the digital economy leads to the study of the essence of this phenomenon. The author’s definition: Economy 4.0. is a set of production and economic relations managed by principles of algorithmization and automation, using information and communication links (networks), producing and using digital goods and services, the Internet of things, large amounts of data. Firstly, Economy 4.0. is the basic component of the knowledge economy. One should understand that the focus on digital technologies alone is insufficient; it is vital to use all components of the knowledge economy. Secondly, it is a productive activity of society that has a socio-economic effect on both society as a whole and individual households in particular; it is represented by digital goods and services, technologies, organizational and management decisions. Thirdly, it is a set of production relations managed on the principles of algorithmization and automation, information and communication links (networks).

The authors distinguish the following activities in the digital economy (by cluster):

1. The core (understructure): research aimed at the development of basic knowledge levels, especially in the borderline sciences of biology and physics; physics, chemistry and biology, etc.
2. The basic (defining) level includes programming, design and production of control units, Big Data, creation and implementation of artificial intelligence, electronics;
3. The frame (infrastructure of Economy 4.0.): energetics, education, Internet (the networks themselves), telecommunications, hosting, venture companies, consulting;
4. The digital economy market: Blockchain, Internet of Things, consumers (households and companies, including the sphere of engineering, metallurgy, etc.), social networks, Internet search resources.

A distinctive feature of the Digital economy is developing a symbiosis of man and technology, where most of the formal tasks (functions) are handled by machines through the use of artificial intelligence and robotics. The leading countries of artificial intelligence utilization (mainly developed countries) can get an additional 20–25% of economic benefits compared to the current situation. For individual employees: a pay rise of specialists with digital and cognitive skills and with expertise in tasks that are hard to automate; however, a reduction of pay for employees completing repetitive tasks. Thus, Digital economy frees people from routine and monotonous work, gets them access to electronic information and provides certain freedom in the organization of labor. At the same time, the role of internal motivation, self-control and personal responsibility for the results of work is increasing; one can also witness individualization of labor (teamwork can be managed remotely).

Therefore, Digital economy is a production and economic system implemented in conditions of redundancy and availability of information and its resources to each market player (increasing risks associated with information security, the need to verify reliability of information, loss of confidence or growth of brand costs) with the necessary interaction between state, corporations (business) and civil society. The authors also believe the level of the Digital
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According to the authors, Digital economy has a positive (+) impact (improving the interaction of all subsystems, increasing socio-economic indicators, reducing social tension); negative (-) impact (the aggravation of social and economic problems (Table 1).

economy development to be affected by the quality of interaction between market players.

Digital economy significantly changes not only production, but also the social sphere. This change finds expression in transforming the society values structure, preferences and behavior of the market actors. Thus, the availability of information and the possibility to process and transfer it in a fast way led to the appearance of remote work and freelancing. Robotics has stimulated the emergence of remote control systems and new requirements for employees their level of knowledge and expertise in a particular field. The vector of business interests is also changing. For instance, machine learning specialists are the most demanded employees on the labor market today. The socio-economic sphere also witnesses several changes: employment is becoming increasingly unstable; consequently, the percentage of precariat is growing (Standing, 2014); researchers also note the change in employees motives structure and time balance (preferences in the ratio of work and personal time in favor of the latter). However, how should one estimate the depth of these changes?

The authors identified the following criteria for analyzing and evaluating the impact of digitalization and robotization on the socio-economic sphere:
a) economic feasibility – any innovation should lead to economically positive results through increased income of companies, the state, productivity growth, the absence of a negative income balance and social needs disbursements;
b) involvement in the digital economy and knowledge economy – for the economic stability of the state, it is desirable to increase the share of companies involvement, labor in the digital economy sector, while there should be no severe stratification of society; it is vital to maintain social mobility;
c) social security – the economic processes should not contribute to the degradation of the population, aggression, inequality, or other similar phenomena; the level of education should allow people to reproduce healthy offspring capable of research and creative activity;
d) transparency – the financial and management systems should be transparent and clear, leaving no ground for law, rules, or contracts violation;
e) sustainability – the socio-economic sphere should correspond to the needs and demands of market and society in an institutional way, allowing to anticipate future changes and react to them in a timely manner.

According to the authors, Digital economy has a positive (+) impact (improving the interaction of all subsystems, increasing socio-economic indicators, reducing social tension); negative (-) impact (the aggravation of social and economic problems (Table 1).

### Table 1. The impact of Digital economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for the impact estimation</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>The impact vector for actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>economic feasibility</td>
<td>economic growth (GDP); share of middle class no less than 50%</td>
<td>retiring GDP growth; incoherence in the structure of the economy; reduced investment inflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involvement in the digital economy, knowledge economy</td>
<td>productive employment; the share of companies involved in the digital economy accounts for at least 30%; everybody has access to the achievements of the digital economy</td>
<td>Polarization of unemployment; severe stratification; lack of social mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social security</td>
<td>the quality of human capital is improving; the society is stable with no forms of discrimination</td>
<td>reducing the quality of education; degrading the creativity of the economy and the number of successful research projects; increased mortality among working population and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transparency</td>
<td>trust; fiscal discipline; rule of law</td>
<td>shadow economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stability</td>
<td>attractive investment climate; cultural development; trust</td>
<td>conflicts; immigration of skilled labor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: by authors
To determine the power of influence of digitalization on the socio-economic situation in Ukraine as a state, the authors conducted the following study. The method of expert evaluation was used. In doing this, the experts were asked to establish and evaluate (from 1 (the maximum impact) to 10 (its absence)) the impact of digitalization on various indicators of socio-economic development in the country (based on the sustainable development goals). The following data were obtained (Fig. 1).

Based on this, the authors chose the most important indicators (with a rank of 8–10) – labor productivity, GDP, household income, innovation
income, and the need for highly qualified personnel. In addition, using the correlation calculation method, tightness of connection of each of the selected indicators was estimated (see results in Table 2).

Therefore, the information and communication technologies implementation in Ukraine was proved to have a significant impact on the basic indicators of socio-economic development in the country: labor productivity, demand in IT specialists on the labor market, GDP and income of the population.

However, one should note that actual progress in the digital economy of Ukraine is quite slow in comparison to global indicators. For instance, though we witness a significant increase of demand and job vacancy rate in the IT sphere (those are the most highly-compensated jobs in the country), the income levels are increasing slowly. This means that IT experts are often underestimated (as the employees themselves write on IT forums (Yarovaya, 2019).

Having analyzed the socio-economic indicators (Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4) from the standpoint of compliance with these criteria, the authors point out the following problem areas: knowledge relevance; inertia of education; lack of a clear vision on human labor application in the era of artificial intelligence; discrepancy between labor force quality and requirements of the employer.

As we see from Figures 2, 3, 4, the socio-economic situation in Ukraine has a steady tendency to worsen and the digital economy does not show a positive impact. When these points are not taken into account, the vector of Digital economy is heading in a negative direction.

Thus, social challenges should be considered on several levels (depending on the establishment of decision-making centers): state (macro level), company (micro level) and individual (labor carrier level). The amount of responsibility in each center varies and, as in a hierarchical system, significantly depends on the rules established on the macro level. At the same time, one should not underestimate the individual level, because subjective factors (psychological and physiological features, stability of moral and cultural values) have a real impact on the situation. For instance, the Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine derived from decades of the population’s accumulated frustration with the state policy.

The authors identified the following social challenges at the state level:
1) rise of unemployment;
2) fading of the middle class;
3) degradation in the culture of society, escalation of aggressive behavior;
4) lack of an adaptation strategy to the requirements of Economy 4.0;
5) discrepancy between education and the demands of the economy (the inability to provide necessary skills and competencies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>labor productivity</th>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>income of the population</th>
<th>The IT sector labor market (number of experts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: by authors

Table 2. Close links between the rating of the country on information and communication technologies implementation and the selected indicators

Fig. 2. GDP and income of the Ukrainian population
Source: by author based on State Statistics Service of Ukraine data
Conclusions. One way or another, all these challenges are reflected in the system of supply and demand; the lack of labour force to cover the demand is clearly visible (no offers on the market). Thus, the training of personnel that would meet the requirements of the digital economy is the first problem. Furthermore, companies cannot individually solve the problem to the fullest extent; thus, the state needs to coordinate the sphere of education and professional training. The authors also emphasize pressing social challenges for companies – such as lack of personnel with necessary competencies; strengthening social responsibility in the context of dismissing incompetent labor force and its re-qualification; search for effective systems of motivation, including flexible hours and changes in the working schedule; lack of a framework for the use of artificial intelligence (moral and ethical problems); high competition for personnel with innovative ideas. The “conflict” of training programs and the employer’s demand for a certain quality of education often emerges. This conflict will progress in the context of the Digital economy because education itself has inertial qualities. Not only because universities do not want to or cannot train highly qualified experts, but because it takes time to do this properly. Moreover, employers do not always anticipate the demand for specific competencies in the future; thus, training programs are modified. As a rule, the employer wants someone who perfectly fits the job.
For the employee, social challenges consist in the need to adapt to innovations and changes associated with digitalization and the 4th industrial revolution; the search for new motives and incentives for development; cultural transformation (new values, lifestyle).

The solution to these challenges lies in education, as all three levels show a correlation between the lack of required competencies and the ability to work productively, to create innovative products.
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